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ABSTRACT

Context. The EMCCD is a CCD type that delivers fast readout and negligible detector noise, making it an ideal detector for high
frame rate applications. Because of the very low detector noise, this detector can potentially count single photons.
Aims. Considering that an EMCCD has a limited dynamical range and negligible detector noise, one would typically apply an EMCCD
in such a way that multiple images of the same object are available, for instance, in so called lucky imaging. The problem of counting
photons can then conveniently be viewed as statistical inference of flux or photon rates, based on a stack of images.
Methods. A simple probabilistic model for the output of an EMCCD is developed. Based on this model and the prior knowledge that
photons are Poisson distributed, we derive two methods for estimating the most probable flux per pixel, one based on thresholding,
and another based on full Bayesian inference.
Results. We find that it is indeed possible to derive such expressions, and tests of these methods show that estimating fluxes with only
shot noise is possible, up to fluxes of about one photon per pixel per readout.

Key words. Techniques: image processing, Methods: statistical, Instrumentation: detectors, Techniques: high angular resolution,
Instrumentation: spectrographs

1. Introduction

As a detector for light in the visible, UV, and X-ray parts of
the electromagnetic spectrum, the CCD is ubiquitous in astron-
omy. CCDs have a high quantum efficiency and low dark cur-
rent when operated at temperatures of ≈ −100◦C. Under optimal
conditions the dominant source of noise in the CCD itself is the
readout noise. This is the noise in the readout amplifier, which
converts the number of photoelectrons in each pixel to a digi-
tal ADU (Analog to Digital Unit) value. In the best CCD, under
optimal conditions and very slow readout speeds (≈ 105 pix-
els per second), the noise of the conversion can be as low as 2-3
electrons. With higher readout speeds this performance is worse,
with noise in the tens or even hundreds of electrons per readout.

However, even with the very lowest achievable readout noise
of a conventional CCD, it is still impossible to count photons
(photoelectrons). At low photon rates, of about one photon per
readout, the signal will be washed out by readout noise. One pos-
sible way out of this problem is the Electron Multiplying CCD
(EMCCD), also known under the E2V trade name L3CCD. An
EMCCD is identical to a conventional CCD in terms of qan-
tum efficiency, dark current etc., but its serial readout register
has been extended as in Fig. 1. In the extended part of the reg-
ister, the voltage used to shift the captured electrons from pixel
to pixel is not in the normal 5V range, but rather, it has been
increased to around 40V . This implies that the probability that
an electron will knock another electron out of a bound state has
been dramatically increased. Such an event is known as an im-
pact ionisation event. The original electron will not be consumed
but will generate a new electron hole pair. The event will thus
effectively multiply the electron, similarly to the dynodes of a
photomultiplier tube. The generated electron will subsequently

be caught in the pixel ready to be shifted, together with the orig-
inal electron, to the next pixels, where more impact events may
be generated. The probability of an impact ionisation per shift
per electron is low, on the order of pm ≈ 0.01. But if the num-
ber of stages in the extended register is large, an amplification of
two to three orders of magnitude can be achieved (Hynecek &
Nishiwaki 2003).

Due to the stochastic nature of the impact ionisation events,
the number of electrons in a cascade from one photo-electron is
not constant; that is, the gain of the electron multiplying regis-
ter is random, in a similar way to an avalanche diode or even
a Geiger counter. This leads to a number of complications that
will be addressed in later sections; however, the EMCCD has the
potential to count single photons.

EMCCDs are typically manufactured as frame transfer
CCDs. In a frame transfer CCD, half of the pixels are covered
by a thin metal film. Once an image has been exposed, it is then
shifted to the area covered by this film, from where it is read out
while the next image is exposed. This method optimizes the duty
cycle, as the time it takes to shift the image is much shorter than
the time it takes to read out the image. So, as long as the exposure
time is longer than the readout time for the image, essentially all
photons reaching the detector are utilised.

We foresee two areas in astronomy where the photon count-
ing capability is potentially very useful: namely, high framer-
ate imaging— for instance, lucky imaging (Tubbs 2004; Fried
1978) and speckle imaging (Baldwin et al. 1986)— and faint
object spectroscopy.

In high framerate applications the individual frames will usu-
ally be severely photon-starved due to the shot exposure times,
and the applicability of photon counting is therefore obvious.
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Faint objects pose a special problem in spectroscopy, notably
in the red part of the spectrum, where night sky lines dominate
the background. In the presence of night sky emission lines,
spectra are best recorded at a moderately high resolution, at
which most of the spectral bins are unaffected by night sky lines.
For the night sky emission spectrum of the Earth atmosphere this
implies a resolution of 5000–10000. As an example, a 2-4m class
telescope is large enough to collect a sufficient number of pho-
tons from a 21–22 magnitude supernovae, to provide a R≈500
spectrum for classification. However, in order to eliminate the
impact of the sky lines, it is to be recorded at resolutions of
5000–10000, and subsequently rebinned, ignoring spectral chan-
nels affected by sky lines. With conventional CCDs, such an ob-
servation will for any reasonable exposure time be completely
detector noise limited, and hence not practical.

This problem can be solved by the use of photon count-
ing with an EMCCD. This would make it possible to opti-
mally utilize these intermediate sized telescopes for faint ob-
ject spectroscopy. In the near future, large scale surveys, such
as Pan-STARRS (Kaiser et al. 2002) and LSST (Strauss et al.
2010), will turn up thousands of transient and/or rare objects,
which will require spectroscopic follow-up. There will simply
not be enough 10 meter class telescope time available for this.
It is therefore important that some 2–4 meter class telescopes
are equipped with optimized faint object spectrographs, such
that part of the demand for spectroscopic followup from these
surveys can be addressed with these smaller telescopes. Other
authors have entertained the idea of photon counting spectro-
graphs, mostly for time resolved spectroscopy, see for instance
Tulloch & Dhillon (2011).

Another effect of such a spectrograph would be “online” ac-
cess to the spectrum being recorded, making it possible to inter-
rupt the integration when a certain desired signal-to-noise ratio
has been reached, making more efficient use of telescope time
possible.

The advent of the EMCCD has inspired other authors to de-
velop methods for photon counting, based on thresholding and
multithresholding (Lantz et al. 2008; Basden et al. 2004, 2003).
Considering that an EMCCD has a limited dynamical range and
negligible readout noise, one would typically apply an EMCCD
in such a way that multiple images of the same object are avail-
able; as, for instance, in lucky imaging. The problem of counting
photons can then conveniently be viewed as statistical inference
of flux or photon rates, based on a stack of images.

We will here develop two intuitive methods for estimating
photon rates with only shot noise (at low fluxes), which is essen-
tially the same as counting photons: one based on simple thresh-
olding, and one based on Bayesian inference.

The thresholding method is computationally simple and thus
very fast, but one of the assumptions in its derivation is that the
photon rate is constant from image to image in the stack. This
is a reasonable assumption in faint object spectroscopy, but in
high framerate imaging it is not strictly true because of seeing
fluctuations.

The other method based on full Bayesian inference can theo-
retically handle fluctuating photon rates, but at the cost of much
more computational effort.

2. Description of EMCCD Data

In the literature it is agreed upon that the multiplication of an
ideal electron multiplier can be described as an exponential dis-
tribution in which the scale is the multiplication gain, see Basden
& Haniff (2004); Lantz et al. (2008). A distribution for the output

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of a frame transfer EMCCD. After
exposure, the image is rapidly parallely shifted into the storage
area, where it is read out via the green serial register. The red
register is an extension of the serial register where the pixels
are shifted with significantly higher voltages, hereby generating
cascade amplification via impact ionisation.

can be derived via probability generating functions; see Matsuo
et al. (1985); Basden & Haniff (2004) claim that this expression
reduces to an exponential distribution when the probability of
multiplication is low in every step in the multiplier, but no proof
is provided to this claim. In fact, it has not been possible to find
such a proof in the literature. Nevertheless, the exponential dis-
tribution of output is widely assumed in papers on EMCCDs,
and the claim appears to be supported empirically by data as
well, for instance in Fig. 3, where a histogram of EMCCD out-
put forms a straight line in a log plot.

A simulation of the EMCCD cascade amplification was
made, in order to investigate if the distribution function is exactly
exponential, and if not, how much it deviates. It was found that
for small output values, it is even not monotonically decreasing,
but has a maximum around output values of a few. The relative
deviation from an exponential distribution is of the order of a
few percent.

2.1. The Cascade Amplification Process

According to Basden & Haniff (2004), if we have a register
where there is a probability pm that the one electron is multi-
plied in one stage of the multiplier, then the multiplication gain
of m steps is given by

γ = (1 + pµ)m (1)

Now let X be the stochastic variable describing the number of
cascade electrons resulting from one electron through the EM
amplifier. Then the Probability Density Function (PDF) of X is
given by

P(X = x) =
1
γ

e−x/γH(x) (2)
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where H is a Heaviside function, which is the integral of the
delta function, and γ is the EM amplification. This distribution
is continuous, even though the number of output electrons is for-
mally a discrete number, but the number of output electrons after
the amplification is high and it is common practice to go to the
continuous limit. It can therefore conveniently be handled in the
continuous limit.

To get the distribution for two input electrons, we assume
that the two electrons are multiplied independently. We can think
of the size of the avalanche of electrons we get from the multi-
plication of one electron as a stochastic variable X1. Similarly
we will think of the avalanche from the other electrons as the
stochastic variable X2. The total size of the avalanche will then
be Y = X1 + X2. From statistics we know that the distribution of
such a sum is the convolution of the distributions of the individ-
ual variables.

P(X1 + X2 = x) =

∫ x

0
P(X1 = t)P(X2 = x − t)dt (3)

=

∫ x

0

e−t/γ

γ

e−(x−t)/γ

γ
dt (4)

=
1
γ2

∫ x

0
e−x/γdt (5)

=
x
γ2 e−x/γ (6)

where this integral is known as the convolution product. This
can be repeated and the general result for n convolutions, corre-
sponding to the case of n electrons, is known in the mathematical
literature as the Erlang distribution, a special case of the more
general gamma distribution. In the gamma distribution n is not
restricted to the integers.

P(Y = y | n) = yn−1 e−
y
γ

γnΓ(n)
(7)

Here y is the number of cascade output electrons and n is the
number of input electrons. The gamma distribution has expec-
tation nγ and variance nγ2. For large n the distribution con-
verges towards a Gaussian with expectation nγ and variance nγ2.
According to the data sheet for the CCD used for our investiga-
tions, the EM amplifier is linear; that is, y ≈ γn up to about
4 · 105 output electrons, which at a typical gain of γ ≈ 1000,
corresponds to several hundred input photoelectrons. We there-
fore assume that the assumption of independent multiplication is
valid for n up to several hundred.

From Fig. 2 it is clear that the distributions for different n
have a large overlap. So from just the readout we cannot reliably
distinguish, say, one and three photoelectrons in the same pixel.
This problem can be dealt with in different ways. One could try
to keep the light levels so low that the probability of two elec-
trons coinciding in the same pixel is close to zero, as we have
done so far.

2.2. Simple Integration

The mean value of the gamma distribution is nγ, as mentioned
before, which means that we could just consider an EMCCD to
be a device in which all the photoelectrons have been amplified
with γ. That is, we could operate the EMCCD like any other
CCD by exposing the CCD for a certain amount of time t, read it
out, and then divide the result by γ. Unfortunately this approach
will introduce additional noise on top of the photon shot noise.
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Fig. 2. Plot of gamma distributions as defined in equation 7, for
n = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and γ = 1000. γ is a scale parameter, it will
only scale the numbers on the x-axis, not change the functional
form.

If we let an average of k photons hit a pixel in an EMCCD,
and assume simple amplification with a factor of γ, the calcu-
lated signal to noise ratio, taking into consideration ordinary shot
noise, will be

S/N =
γk√

σ2
shot + σ2

EM

=
γk√

γ2k + γ2k
=

k
√

2k
(8)

Here we have used the normal scaling law for variance to scale
the shot noise. We get 2 times the variance of conventional shot
noise. This is usually known as the excess noise factor (Hynecek
& Nishiwaki 2003). An excess noise factor of one means that we
have only shot noise; that is, we can count photons. Conversely
an excess noise factor of two means that we do no better than the
simple integration above.

This excess noise factor of two effectively lowers the QE
(quantum efficiency) of the EMCCD, in the sense that we have
to count twice as many photons to achieve a given S/N. To get
around this limitation we will have to embark on some kind of
photon counting.

2.3. Spurious Electrons

In all CCDs, random spurious single electrons will arise in the
parallel and serial registers, even without exposure to light, as
an effect of the horizontal and vertical shift operations. These
events are rare and on a single electron level, therefore they have
not been reported from conventional CCDs as they will not be
discernible in the presence of readout noise. But in an EMCCD
these spurious electrons will be cascade-amplified in the EM
stage, giving rise to a detectable signal.

We will assume that the event of a spurious electron is rare,
integer, and uncorrelated; and therefore assume that they can be
modeled with a Poisson distribution.

In an EMCCD, spurious electrons can be generated in three
distinct places: in the parallel register, in the serial register, or
in the serial Electron Multiplication (EM) register. In practice,
spurious electrons from the serial register are indiscernible from
and much less frequent than spurious electrons generated in the
parallel register. For all practical purposes they can therefore be
ignored. Spurious electrons in the parallel register, hereby de-
fined as parallel Clock Induced Charge (pCIC), will be indis-
tinguishable from photoelectrons; they will give rise to a fixed
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background flux per readout, because the sum of two Poisson
distributions is another Poisson distribution. Because of the way
the parallel clock signal travels through the parallel register,
the distribution of pCIC rates over the image area is particular
(Harpsøe, in prep.).

The other place spurious electrons can arise is in the serial
EM register. Spurious electrons in the serial EM register, hereby
defined as serial Clock Induced Charge (sCIC), are in principle
distinguishable from photoelectrons because these electrons will
see a shorter length of the EM register, and therefore have lower
average gain. Therefore an electron entering the multiplication
register at the k’th stage will then logically be described by the
random variable Xk, where γi = (1 + pµ)i

P(Xk = x) =
1

γm−k
exp(−x/γm−k) (9)

3. Statistical Photon Counting

It is well known that the number of photons per exposure in one
pixel is given by the Poisson distribution, at least if the light is
not squeezed. CCDs are not perfect photon detectors: they only
convert photons into photoelectrons with a certain probability,
given by the quantum efficiency. The quantum efficiency acts
as a perfect neutral density filter, so that the number of photo-
electrons is also Poisson distributed and the rate parameter of
said distribution is directly proportional to the rate parameter
governing the incident photons. Defining P as the Poissonian
Probability Mass Function (PMF) given by

P(n, λ) =
λne−λ

n!
(10)

the probability of n photoelectrons obtained per pixel per readout
is given by

P(n | λ) = P(n, λ) (11)
where λ, not to be confused with wavelength, is proportional to

the intensity of the incoming light. One should argue that what
we want to measure in order to obtain an image is not the number
of individual photons but the intensity of the incoming light; that
is, λ.

Henceforth λ will refer to the rate parameter of the Poisson
process which is the incoming flux of photoelectrons; that is, λ
is the average number of photoelectrons per pixel per exposure.

The number of photons per pixel per exposure is not constant
for a quiescent source given a constant light intensity, but λ is.
So, if we try to make a better estimate of the light flux level
by repeating measurements, we have to take into account the
fluctuating number of photons, by estimating λ and not the direct
number of photons.

3.1. Probabilistic Analysis of Photons Incident on an EMCCD

In this section we will fist make an analysis of EMCCD bias
frames with pCIC and sCIC electrons. Because of pCIC elec-
trons, a treatment of bias frames will have to include single pho-
ton events. As we assume that pCIC electrons are Poisson dis-
tributed and the rate of such electrons is sufficiently low that the
probability of multiple pCIC electrons in one pixel can be ne-
glected. In later sections we will expand the analysis to account
for multiple electron events in the case of photoelectrons.

In the case that no electron has entered the EM multiplier we
assume a constant bias reading; that is, the probability distribu-
tion of a bias B is given by

P(B = x) = δ(x) (12)

For simplicity we will assume that the bias is zero, and that bias
drift has been corrected by other means, i.e. overscan regions. An
EMCCD still has conventional additive Gaussian readout noise,
but the noise is added after the EM multiplication. Define R as a
random variable representing Gaussian readout noise; that is,

P(R = x) = N(x, σ) (13)

where N is the normal distribution PDF:

N(n, σ) =
1

√
2πσ2

e−
n2

2σ2 (14)

We will assume that we obtain a bias reading or the result of an
amplified pCIC electron with the probability pp ≈ P(1, λpCIC).
Furthermore we will assume that an sCIC electron arises in one
of the multiplier steps with probability ps. Because the proba-
bility of pCIC and sCIC electrons are very low we will assume
that multiple pCIC and sCIC electrons and coincident pCIC and
sCIC electrons are negligible. This allows us to write the follow-
ing, for the total outcome Z of a ”bias” reading in the form of a
mixture distribution

Z =


B with 1 − pp − mps
X with pp

Xk with ps

 + R (15)

Here we will draw a number from B with the probability
1 − pp −mps or a number from X with probability pp or a num-
ber from one of the Xks with probability ps, in either case we
will then draw a number from R and add. X is, as previously
defined in equation 2, the stochastic outcome of one EM multi-
plied electron. As B and either X or Xk are mutually exclusive, by
definition, and the probability distribution function of a sum of
random variables is given by the convolution of the constituting
probability distributions, we can write

P(Z = n) =

∫ n

0
[(1 − pp − mps)δ(x) (16)

+

 pp

γ
e−x/γ +

m∑
k=1

ps

γm−k
e−x/γm−k

 H(x)]

· N(n − x, σ)dx

This equation is a mixture distribution of a zero output in the
case of no spurious electron and an exponentially distributed out-
put in the case of a spurious electron. The convolution with N
represents the normally distributed readout noise.

In order to use the EMCCD in a photon counting mode the
EM gain must be high compared to the readout noise. The convo-
lution on the exponential distributions can therefore be ignored.
We then get

P(Z = n) ≈ (1 − pp − mps)N(n, σ) (17)

+

 pp

γ
e−n/γ +

m∑
k=1

ps

γm−k
e−n/γm−k

 H(n)

In Fig. 3 the model in equation 18 has been fitted to a his-
togram of a series of bias frames from an EMCCD, as the green
curve. The blue curve is a fit where ps was forced to zero to
highlight the effect of sCIC.
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Histrogram of dark bias frames
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Fig. 3. Histogram of pixel readout values of 500 bias frames,
in total about 5.25 × 108 pixels. The best fit model to the data,
with and without the sCIC term, is over-plotted. The lower panel
represent the relative error between the model with sCIC and the
data, defined as δ = (di − mi)/mi, where m is the model and d
is data. Because of the large number of pixels in the histogram,
even small effects, which can not be fitted by a simple model,
may become evident. A Fourier analysis of the difference residu-
als shows a clear peak of 62 counts at 16, which is probably from
imperfections in the AD converter. The value from the readout
amplifier is a 16bit binary number, and a period of 16 means that
there is an imperfection in the fourth bit (24 = 16). In the transi-
tion from the bell to the exponential arm there is a deviation in a
small region, which can be understood as being due to the sim-
plifications done to the equations to make them computationally
manageable.

3.2. Thresholding

If the flux is sufficiently low, then the probability of having a
photo-electron in a pixel is small, implying that most pixels will
contain zero electrons. Note that in fact we can always configure
the instrument so that the former is true. If there are no electrons
in a pixel, there is nothing to cause an electron avalanche in the
multiplier apart from sCIC electrons. This implies that we can
choose a threshold T so that if the readout from a pixel is below
this threshold there is probably no photo-electron in the pixel.
And if the readout is above the threshold, there is probably one
or more electrons in the pixel. Due to the statistical nature of the
multiplication in an EMCCD, it might not be possible to count
every individual photo-electron, but we can make an accurate
estimation of the rate of photoelectrons, n, in a single pixel over
a series of exposures with fixed integration time.

One way to estimate λ, via thresholding, is by dead time cor-
rection. In doing dead time correction we use the fact that if we
detect a pixel value over a certain wisely chosen threshold T ,
we know that, with a high probability, there are photons in that
pixel, but we do not know how many, due to the stochastic na-
ture of the cascade amplification. On the contrary, if we see a
pixel value below the threshold we know, with a high probabil-
ity, that there are no photoelectrons in that pixel and obviously
zero photon-electrons is a uniquely defined case, as opposed to
the former, which could contain one or more photon-electrons.
However, irrespectively of how the threshold is set, there will
always be a finite probability that a pixel above the threshold

contains no photon-electrons, and visa versa, that a pixel below
the threshold contains photon-electrons.

Thus, in the idealised case, if we observe N frames and, for
a certain pixel, see Q frames with photons in that pixel, then we
can estimate the intensity λ from equation 10 and the frequency
of non detections

N − Q
N

= P(0, λ) (18)

= e−λ ⇒

λ̂ = − ln
(N − Q

N

)
(19)

Note that because of the pCIC electrons, this estimated λ̂ will be
the sum of the pCIC rate and the photoelectron rate, which is the
flux.

The readout noise R could rise above the threshold and give
false counts. The probability of R rising above the threshold can
be calculated as

P(R > T ) =

∫ ∞

T
N(n, σ)dn =

1
2
−

1
2

erf
(

T

σ
√

2

)
(20)

A pixel will be above the threshold with the probability (1/2)(1−
erf(T/σ

√
2), just due to readout noise. Expressing in terms of λ̂

we get

λ̂ = − ln


N −

[
Q + N

2

(
1 − erf

(
T

σ
√

2

))]
N

 (21)

The last term under the logarithm is small, so we can expand the
logarithm as ln(a + x) ≈ ln(a) + x/a.

λ̂ = − ln
(N − Q

N

)
+

N
(
1 − erf

(
T

σ
√

2

))
2(N − Q)

(22)

We will get a contribution of
N
(
1−erf

(
T

σ
√

2

))
2(N−Q) to λ̂.

There is a finite probability that a single photo-electron does
not get amplified above the threshold, given by

P(X < T ) = 1 − e−T/γ (23)

which will cause a bias in the estimator.
This thresholding method is sufficiently simple that we can

actually analytically calculate the mean and variance of the es-
timation on λ = λp + λpCIC , where λp is the rate of photo-
electrons and λpCIC is the rate of pCIC electrons per readout,
thus rendering it possible to calculate bias in the estimator. For
a Poisson distribution the probability of getting anything above
zero is 1−e−λ. If we neglect multiple electron events, we can as-
sume that an electron will be amplified above the threshold with
the probability eT/γ. If we record N frames, then the number of
pixels we will get above the threshold will be given by the bino-
mial distribution, with N trials and the probability of “success”
given by

p = e−T/γ(1 − e−λ) (24)

+
e−λ − mps

2

(
1 − erf

(
T

σ
√

2

))
+ ps

m∑
k=1

(1 − e−T/γm−k )e−λ
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To obtain a manageable expression we have here disregarded
the possibility of coincident pCIC and sCIC events, as a few
extra electrons in the EM multiplier steps when a photoelectron
is already generating an electron cascade is insignificant. To get
the bias and variance on the estimated λ, we can simply calculate
the mean and variance of our estimate λ̂ over the appropriate
binomial distribution as done below.

E(λ̂) = −

N−1∑
Q=0

ln
(N − Q

N

) (N
Q

)
pQ(1 − p)N−Q (25)

Var(λ̂) =

N−1∑
Q=0

(
− ln

(N − Q
N

)
− λ̂

)2 (
N
Q

)
pQ(1 − p)N−Q (26)

It should be noted that the lower limit for detectable flux with
this method is not given by the readout noise, even though it
enters in the form of σ in equation 24. Instead the lower limit
is given by λpCIC , because the pCIC events are indistinguishable
from photoelectrons. The pCIC events will generate shot noise,
which will dominate lower signal fluxes.

Theoretically the estimator bias is a nonlinear function of λ,
due to multiple electron events. The probability of surpassing
the threshold is significantly larger for multiplication cascades
generated by multiple electrons than for cascades generated by
a single electron, thus introducing a nonlinear bias. It is possible
to correct for this effect numerically, as equation 24 can be mod-
ified to include multiple events via the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) for the Erlang distribution:

p =
∑

k

k−1∑
n=0

(γT )n)λke−γT−λ

n!k!
(27)

+
e−λ − mps

2

(
1 − erf

(
T

σ
√

2

))
e−λ

+ ps

m∑
k=1

(1 − e−T/γm−k )e−λ

Fortunately this effect is small, as the number of multiple
events in the range of λ, where this method is applicable, is very
small.

3.3. Full Bayesian Inference

One particular problem with thresholding is that, in principle, we
lose information in the process: because the strength of the sig-
nal before thresholding actually contains information, a stronger
signal will be correlated with a higher number of photons, albeit
not directly proportional to a higher number. The correlation be-
tween the readout signal and the number of photons is given by
Erlang distributions as in fig. 2. Combining the desire to estimate
λ, not the number of photons, with the desire to avoid thresh-
olding naturally leads to Bayesian inference. With this method
we can combine all of the probability distributions involved in
the data recording process, and through this estimate λ without
thresholding.

Equation 18 outlines a compelling way of counting photons
in a series of EMCCD frames; that is, attain the real shot noise
limit, with Bayesian methods.

For photons incident on a pixel at some rate λ, the amount of
photons (and hence photoelectrons) accumulated in the pixel in a
given time frame is given by equation 10. With this information

we can expand the distribution of amplified electrons in equation
18 to read

P(n|λ) = ((1 − mps)N(n, σ) (28)

+ ps

m∑
k=1

G(n, 0, γm−k))P(0, λ)

+

∞∑
k=1

G(n, k, γ)P(k, λ)

G is a gamma distribution given by

G(n, k, γ) = nk−1 e−
x
γ

γkΓ(k)
(29)

This is simply a mixture distribution over the probabilistic re-
sults of reading out zero, one, two,... photoelectrons, where
the mixture coefficients (which is the probability of drawing
from the corresponding distribution) is given by an appropriate
Poisson distribution. Furthermore in the case of zero photoelec-
trons we will draw either a sCIC electron from one of the EM
amplifier steps, or read noise. This equation does not take into
account readout noise on electron events, which is the same ap-
proximation as in eq. 18, or the possibility of coincident photo-
and sCIC electrons. In the general case the terms in eq. 28 should
be convolved as the events of photo- pCIC and sCIC electrons
can occur together and they add, but the convolution of gamma
distributions with differing scale parameters do not have any
closed form expression. There are approximations in terms of
other gamma distributions though see for instance Stewart et al.
(2007). In this case because the EM gain is large compared to
the readout noise and because sCIC electrons do not contribute
significantly to the electron cascades already being generated by
pCIC- or photoelectrons, this approximation as a mixture dis-
tribution is appropriate. In the appendix, these distributions are
expressed in terms of phase type distributions which can, in prin-
ciple, express the convolved distribution analytically in terms of
exponentials of matrices.

We will assume that pCIC electrons will be Poisson dis-
tributed as the event of a pCIC electron is rare and integer.
Therefore pCIC electrons can formally be included in P, as the
sum of two independent Poisson stochastic variables is Poisson
distributed with a rate parameter that is the sum of the two con-
stituent rate parameters.

Given a series of measurements of n, λ is the number we
want, so we will inverse the given distribution via Bayes for-
mula.

P(λ|n) =
P(n|λ)P(λ)∫
P(n|λ)P(λ)dλ

(30)

The denominator in this integral looks discouragingly compli-
cated but can be integrated term by term, and for any reasonable
flux level, only the first 10 terms or so will be significant.

Assuming a constant rate of photons (photoelectrons), the
rate can be estimated from a series of electron counts {ni} as

P(λ|{ni}) =
∏

i

P(λ|ni) (31)

One thing we hitherto skipped is the prior probability dis-
tribution P(λ), which would express how much we believe in a
particular value of λ before any data becomes available to us. In
statistical literature there is often extensive discussions on how to
choose a good prior (Gregory 2005). Our choice of prior depends
on what we believe about λ in the first place. If we believe that
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every value of λ is equally probable, we could use the Laplace
principle of indifference and assign a prior probability of 1/n to
each of the n λs. This assumes that there are only finitely many
possible values λ, which might be a good assumption given that
we ultimately discretise the problems to do the calculations on a
computer. We could also believe that the prior probability should
be equally distributed on all scales; that is, the units we use on
λ should not influence our conclusions. This is also a very rea-
sonable assumption and leads to the whole concept of Jeffrey’s
prior (Gregory 2005).

Fortunately, we don’t have to care much about the prior in
many experiments, and neither do we need to in this experiment.
A prior must almost per definition be a slowly variable function;
a peaked prior would indicate that we already know a lot about
the parameter we try to estimate and there would not be any rea-
son to actually do the experiment. This means that the prior only
becomes important if the likelihood function is not very peaked,
which in turn would mean that the individual data points do not
contribute with very much information. That is, the experiment
is badly designed for measuring the parameter we are interested
in, or if only very few data points are available. This is not the
case here: the likelihood function is peaked and we presume that
a significant amount of data points are available, thus the prior
becomes unimportant.

For high framerate applications like lucky imaging, assum-
ing a constant rate might not be appropriate; fortunately, the total
amount of accumulated photons over a series is simply the sum
of the rates. It is always true that the distribution of a sum of in-
dependent random variables is the convolution of their individual
distributions. So regarding each P(λ|ni) as the probability distri-
bution for the estimator λi of the rate in each individual sample,
we can construct the probability distribution of I =

∑
i λi as

P(I|{ni}) =
⊗

i

P(λ|ni) (32)

where ⊗ is taken to mean the convolution of all the individual
distributions.

The independence of the P(λ|ni)s is insured by the memory-
lessness property of Poisson processes, stating that the number
of events in any number of non-overlapping sections of a Poisson
process will be independent. This independence also implies that
there can not be any requirement for the P(λ|ni)s to be consec-
utive in time it is perfectly possible to choose which samples to
include, in correspondence with the principles of lucky imaging.

If we are only interested in simple Maximum A Priori (MAP)
estimates of the rates, we don’t have to calculate the denomina-
tor in equation 30 and 32, as both the product operator and the
convolution operator are linear. The denominator normalises the
expression but is not needed for a MAP estimate.

4. Test Results

The CCD used for the experiments in this article is an EMCCD
in an Andor iXonEM+ 888 camera, which employs an E2V
CCD201 with 1024 by 1024 13 × 13µm pixels; it is an elec-
tron multiplying frame transfer CCD. We have used a readout
speed of 10MHz, with a corresponding readout noise of 50 to
100 electrons, but because of the electron multiplication gain
this relatively high readout noise will not be a problem. In the
EMCCD used, the EM register has 604 stages. The average am-
plification will then be on the order of γ = (1 + pm)604 ≈ 500,
if pm ≈ 0.01. If one photo-electron on average generates a sig-
nal of ≈ 500 electrons, the signal from one photo-electron will

Fig. 4. Image captured by the EMCCD when it was exposed for
1 second with 10 flashes and a multiplier gain of 1000. The right
third of the image was covered with black tape to provide a bias
reference.

in most cases be easily recognisable, even if the readout ampli-
fier has a readout noise of about 60 electrons, which is the case
here. The characteristics of the camera, i.e. EM gain and bias
level, seem to fluctuate, presumably largely due to temperature
changes when the electronics heat up during long series of fast
readouts.

The iXon camera was chosen for the experiment because it is
commercially available. The rate of pCIC, which is the dominant
detector-induced noise source in the final data, is on the order of
one per 20 pixels read out in this particular camera. This is fairly
high compared to state-of-the-art research EMCCD controllers,
which can have pCIC rates down to 0.1% see for instance Daigle
et al. (2010). The high pCIC rate of the iXon camera is not a
problem for the tests reported here.

It is difficult to make a calibrated light source that emits
about one photon per second per pixel. But because of the
switching time of an Light Emitting Diode (LED), sufficiently
short bursts of light can be made. By flashing a LED a certain
number of times per exposure, a sufficiently low and repeatable
flux level can be achieved. By this approach, the number of pho-
tons captured will be proportional to the number of flashes, or
rather, the rate parameter λ will be proportional to the number
of flashes. For our setup, flashes with a duration of 2ms from a
LED placed 2m from the chip produced appropriate flux levels.

4.1. Linearity

To test the methods for reducing data from EMCCDs, the chip
was uniformly illuminated with a green flashing LED, with half
of the chip covered with black tape, as shown in Fig. 4. The tim-
ing and the number of flashes was controlled by a custom-built
delay timer that would also control the triggering of the camera
via the camera’s trick input terminal. A series of 100 images was
captured for each rate parameter, i.e. number of flashes. The dark
half of the image is used for estimating the bias via a median fil-
ter on a line-by-line basis, as this particular type of camera can
display rather large fluctuations in the bias level. For evaluat-
ing the thresholding and Bayesian inference reduction methods,
150 pixels in a single row were selected, as bias variations can
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Fig. 5. Test of the linearity of the maximum likelihood and
thresholding methods: they both behave very linearly, as ex-
pected, but with different background levels. The threshold-
ing method correction reports a higher background level and it
breaks down for λ higher than approximately 1.5, whereas the
MaxLik method is linear up until approximately λ = 10 (not
shown on the graph). The uncertainty on λ rises with λ as ex-
pected. The Bayesian Inference method seems to slightly un-
derestimate λ. This method contains more parameters than the
thresholding method, one of them being the EM gain. A slight
overestimation of the EM gain would explain the underestima-
tion of λ.

be eliminated, by estimating the bias from the dark part of said
line. To test the Baysian inference with the maximum likelihood
MAP estimator, a series of dark frames was also captured to ad-
just all of the parameters in the model for the dark response of
the camera. The results for this method are shown in Fig. 5.

The background level in Fig. 5 has been established by ap-
plying the thresholding and the Bayesian inference (MaxLik)
algorithm to a set of dark frames. Both algorithms reported
λ ≈ 0.045. This background floor is related to the rates of pCIC
electrons and sCIC electrons (hence they have more or less the
same numerical value). This contribution is constant per readout;
it is, fully equivalent with an extra background flux, thus adding
noise. If the probability of pCIC and sCIC events is lowered,
then the detector-induced stochastic background is also lowered.
The thresholding algorithm applied to the same data gives very
similar results until λ reaches 0.5; that is, for low levels of light
the results are linear as seen in Fig. 5. Only data up to 20 flashes
are included, as the thresholding algorithm breaks down when
applied to the data set with 50 flashes and reports infinite values
for λ.

4.2. Signal to Noise Ratio

The signal to noise ratio can be estimated from the sample vari-
ance and mean of λ as:

S/N =
µ(λ)
σ(λ)

(33)

This was done for all of the data sets; see Fig. 6. For λs less than
about 0.5, both methods achieve an excess noise close to unity.
There is good agreement between the theoretical model of the
thresholding method and the thresholded data. The thresholding
method is just as good at estimating λ up to about one, where
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Fig. 6. Test of the S/N for rising λ. The two lines represent the
theoretical shot noise limit and the theoretical asymptotic
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excess noise of an EMCCD. It seems that the two methods are
comparable up until about λ = 1 where the performance of the
dead time correction deteriorates as expected. The theoretical
curve has been calculated based on the equations 25 and 26. The
data set with the lowest λ has been obtained from a set of dark
frames. The electrons in this set are mostly parallel CIC elec-
trons but they follow the same statistics and are completely in-
distinguishable from photo-electrons.

the thresholding method deteriorates as expected, due to coinci-
dence loss. There is some noise in the estimates of the S/N ratios.
The Bayesian inference method in particular is very sensitive to
its parameters, especially the bias level. Unfortunately the bias
level in this particular camera fluctuates, which could explain the
spread in the calculated S/N ratios.

5. Discussion

We have presented two methods for analysis of EMCCD data.
We have shown that these two methods are linear, and that at
fluxes in the range λ = 0.05 to λ ≈ 1, they achieve the shot noise
limit (see Fig. 6). The noise rises above this limit to reach the
ordinary excess noise limit of two at λ ≈ 3.

If we define photon counting as achieving the shot noise
limit, then we have shown in the analysis of our EMCCD
data that it is in fact possible to do photon counting with an
EMCCD, under certain circumstances. Both the thresholding
and the Bayesian maximum likelihood method can count pho-
tons when the light flux is sufficiently low: less than about half of
a photon per pixel per readout. Our definition of photon counting
is statistical. We cannot point to and count the individual photons
because of coincidence loss, but we can count them in terms of
rates (λs), in the sense that over a series of exposures we can
accurately, down to the fundamental shot noise limit, estimate
rates much less than one photon per exposure. It is important to
note this distinction. Every time we try to estimate the number
of photons over a number of exposures, we do estimate rates in
reality; making the statistics reflect this makes the derivations
much more clear. This is why the theory has been developed in
terms of rates.

The thresholding method is slightly more robust to fluctu-
ating bias levels in the data, but fails by design when the flux
reaches a few photons per pixel per readout, and at λ above
one it is no longer optimal. The Bayesian inference method,
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on the other hand, also counts photons, but does not imply
thresholding– therefore it does not break down at high fluxes.
But it does have excess noise at these fluxes, and at fluxes reach-
ing about three photons per pixel per readout there is no benefit
from photon counting compared to just simple integration with
an EMCCD.

In general the proposed methods are not affected by read-
out noise; instead, the presence of spurious CIC electrons at the
level of 0.045 per pixel read gives a significant contribution to
the background, given that λ preferably should be below 1. This
problem can effectively be completely avoided by using readout
electronics that have been optimised for low CIC rates.

One thing to note is that in the Bayesian interpretation of
probability, probability simply expresses degree of certainty. It
makes explicit the knowledge that is taken into account to pro-
duce an output degree of certainty. So the reason that we here
can lift some of the degeneracies from the gamma distributed
output of the EMCCD is that we explicitly add the knowledge
that photons are Poisson distributed. Conversely we can now be
certain that there is no more information about the flux in the
data, unless we add some more external information about the
EMCCD or photons.

The two methods proposed have different strengths and
weaknesses. The Bayesian inference method is more sophisti-
cated and elegant, it does not inherently break down at a cer-
tain flux level, and it has shown slightly better results in the lab.
However, it is computationally heavy, and sensitive to parame-
ter estimates. The thresholding method is much lighter compu-
tationally (orders of magnitude faster), and it is accurate at low
light levels. The methods proposed are, with computer science
terms, embarrassingly parallel. This refers to the fact that there
is no interdependency between the pixels in the frames with re-
spect to counting photons. It should therefore be fairly simple
to implement these algorithms on a number of parallel proces-
sors. We simply assign one pixel to each processor. The individ-
ual calculations are also fairly simple and it might be possible
to implement the algorithms on some kind of stream proces-
sor. Stream processors are a simplified kind of processor often
found in GPUs (graphics processing units). One GPU can con-
tain many stream processors. In essence it could be possible to
processes the photon counting algorithms on a high-end graphics
board and have many parallel processors available.

Both of the methods used are statistical in nature and it is
therefore necessary to obtain a large number of frames for every
object that one wants to study, implying that large amounts of
data needs to be recorded. A thresholding method might be an
advantage in this respect. We could store only the thresholded
frames; they will contain only ones and zeros (mostly zeros) and
could therefore be compressed by one to two orders of magni-
tude.

Other ways to compress the data could be to still do thresh-
olding and substitute everything below the threshold with zero,
but keep the value in a pixel if the value is above the threshold.
This would ensure that the majority of the pixels containing only
readout noise would be zero, but we would keep the information
above the threshold. Because most of the pixels would then have
the same value (zero), we could compress the data significantly.
It is important to note that we could make even the Bayesian in-
ference method work on these data if we modified the probability
model behind it. This scheme could also be used to implement a
hybrid thresholding/simple integration algorithm, where thresh-
olding is used in pixels with low flux and simple integration in
pixels with high flux, as simple integration actually introduces
less noise than the thresholding method at high fluxes.

The application of EMCCDs for photon counting is quite
specialised in the sense that the detector has to be severely
photon-starved before an EMCCD has the upper hand compared
to modern low noise CCDs. One area where photon counting
with EMCCDs might be applicable is in high frame rate imag-
ing such as lucky imaging.

The readout noise in a CCD tends to rise with the readout
speed. The readout noise in an EMCCD will rise with the read-
out speed as well, but because of the multiplication, the effect of
readout noise is negligible. Another characteristic of high frame
rate imaging is that the number of photons in each pixel per read-
out tends to be low, simply because of the low exposure time. In
the methods we have developed here, there are no constraints
on which frames out of a series of frames one includes in the
estimation of λ. This means that one probably could use these
photon counting algorithms in combination with the principles
of lucky imaging.

If one can obtain independent information on which frames
to include due to instantaneous good seeing, one could pick these
frames and run one of the photon counting algorithms in these
selected frames and estimate λ. In principle, this would enable
one to make much more sensitive lucky imaging exposures, as
one could detect λs less than one photon per frame. The inde-
pendent information on the seeing could come from a bright star
in the frame. If the star is bright enough, it will be possible to see
the seeing effects on this star without photon counting. This will
be at the cost of a factor of two in excess noise, but if the star is
bright enough, this is not important. In a region around this star,
the seeing will be close to the seeing affecting the bright star,
and we could do lucky imaging combined with photon counting
in this region.

Appendix A: Probability Distribution of EMCCD
Output with Serial Clock Induced Charge

To describe the distribution of electrons coming out of a typical
electron multiplication register found in EMCCD or L3CCD, we
will here use the theory of phase type probability distributions.
For a thorough discussion of these distributions see Latouche &
Ramaswami (1999).

If we have a register where there is a probability pµ that the
one electron is multiplied in one stage of the multiplier, then the
multiplication gain of M steps is given by

γm = (1 + pµ)m (A.1)

The multiplication of one input electron can then be described
by the random variable XM , where

P(Xm = x) =
1
γm

exp
(
−

x
γm

)
(A.2)

So an electron entering the multiplication register at the k’th
stage will then logically be described by the random variable
Xi, where i = m − k

P(Xi = x) =
1
γi

exp
(
−

x
γi

)
(A.3)

We can use these equations to model another source of noise
in the electron multiplier, namely serial Clock Induced Charge
events (sCIC). We will model this source of noise as an electron
entering the k’th stage with the probability ps, see Fig. A.1. If ps
is sufficiently small, the probability of two or more sCIC events
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Fig. A.1. Principal drawing of the different sources of noise and
amplification in an EMCCD. In the serial register we add an
electron to every electron we shift though the pixels with the
probability pµ; this is what makes the amplification. Also, for ev-
ery pixel in the serial register, we add one electron with the prob-
ability ps. This is called serial Clock Induced Charge (sCIC).
In the parallel register, we also add an electron to every pixel
per shift with the probability pp. This is called parallel Clock
Induced Charge (pCIC), which unfortunately will be indistin-
guishable from dark and photo electrons, except that dark and
photo-electrons will be proportional to exposure time and pCIC
will not.

in the multiplier during the multiplication of one electron is neg-
ligible. This effect will give a non trivial-output distribution even
for a null electron input.

We will exclude the possibility of more than one sCIC elec-
tron in each step so the probability of getting Y = y from a par-
ticular step i must be given by psP(Xi = y). We also exclude the
possibility of getting a sCIC electron in more than one step. This
means that we can simply add the probabilities of Y = y for each
step based on the rule that we can add probabilities for mutually
excluding events. That is, we see Y as a number that we draw
from the distributions Xi according to this table:

Y p
0 1 − mps

Xm−1 ps
. . . . . .
X1 ps

This way of choosing between different distributions with differ-
ent probabilities is known as a density mixture. Summing up we
get the following distribution for Y

P(Y = y) =

{
(1 − mps), y = 0
ps

∑m
i=1 P(xi = y), y > 0

(A.4)

This kind of distribution for y > 0 is known in the mathemat-
ical literature as a hyper-exponential distribution, or a density
mixture of exponential distributions. It is efficiently described
within the framework of phase type distributions (Latouche &
Ramaswami 1999). The PDF of such distribution is charac-
terised by its so-called Ŝ matrix. If we define gi = 1/γi, then
we can write

Ŝ =


−g1 0 · · · 0

0 −g2 · · · 0
...

...
. . . 0

0 0 · · · −gM

 (A.5)

The probability vector for this distribution is then given by

ᾱ = ps1̄ (A.6)

As we can see, ᾱ is a vector of the probabilities in the previous
tables, and the g’s correspond to the different exponential distri-
butions of the Xi’s, as the only difference between them is their

gain γi. From the theory of phase type probability, we then have
that

P (Y = y) = ᾱ exp(yŜ )S̄ 0 (A.7)

where S̄ 0 = −Ŝ 1̄
The factor exp(xŜ ) is the matrix exponential which is defined

in terms of its series expansion, so

exp(xŜ ) =

∞∑
i=0

(xŜ )i

i!
(A.8)

Taking a product of a matrix with itself is a well-defined opera-
tion, so this exponential is also well-defined. As Ŝ is diagonal,
we can write this out and we get

exp(xŜ ) =


exp(−xg1) 0 · · · 0

0 exp(−xg2) · · · 0
...

...
. . . 0

0 0 · · · exp(−xgM)

 (A.9)

We then get

ᾱ exp(yŜ )S̄ 0 = pc

M∑
i

1
γi

exp
(
−

y
γi

)
(A.10)

Which is exactly the distribution for P(Y = y) when y > 0. The
term describing the zero case where we obtain no sCIC elec-
trons, y = 0, can also be included directly in the distribution by
including a g0, and taking the limit g0 → ∞ as

lim
g→∞

g exp(−gx)H(x) = δ(x) (A.11)

where H(x) is the Heaviside function. The Heaviside function
takes care of the negative side of the exponential function, as
there is no such thing as negative probability. By including this
limit and changing the first entry in ᾱ to 1 − mps, we obtain the
full probability distribution for Y = y.

It is also interesting to note that we can calculate the total
distribution with one electron going through the multiplication
register with CIC noise included within the framework of phase
type distributions. We will define random variable Z to be the
total number of output electrons.

Z = XM + Y (A.12)

We can think of this number as being drawn from different
distributions according to this table:

Z p
Xm 1 − mps

Xm + Xm−1 ps
. . . . . .

Xm + X1 ps

The first line is the case in which we obtain no sCIC elec-
trons in a run through all the stages. Line number two is the case
in which we get a sCIC electron in the stage directly proceed-
ing the first stage and so on. The distribution of a sum of ran-
dom variables that are exponentially distributed is known in the
mathematical literature as a hypo-exponential distribution, so the
distribution of Z is a density mixture of exponential and hypo-
exponential distributions. This can also be conveniently plugged
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into an Ŝ matrix in the following way

Ŝ =



−gM 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 0
0 −gM gM 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 −gM−1 gM−1 · · · 0 0
...

...
...

...
. . . 0 0

0 0 0 0 · · · −gM gM
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 −g1


(A.13)

The ᾱ vector corresponding to this Ŝ matrix is given by

ᾱ = [1 − mps, ps, 0, · · · , ps, 0] (A.14)

The distribution of Z will then as before be

P (Z = z) = ᾱ exp(zŜ )S̄ 0 (A.15)

where S̄ 0 = −Ŝ 1̄. This is the distribution for one input electron.
The distributions for n input electrons can also be calculated

by adding more rows to the Ŝ matrix corresponding to the ze-
ros in the ᾱ vector. The distribution of Z cannot be written in
a nice closed form, since Ŝ is not diagonal in this case, but
rather tridiagonal. Tools for tridiagonal matrices could perhaps
be employed. For our purposes we will simplify Ŝ based on the
assumption that the light levels are low. However, these ideas
could possibly be used to calculate more accurate probability
distributions which includes sCIC noise in a proper manner at
higher light levels, thereby improving upon results, based on,
say, Bayesian methods, at higher light levels.

Assuming very low light levels, the probability that a pixel
will contain an input electron from any of the sources— paral-
lel CIC, dark or photoelectrons— is low. Also assuming a low
probability of sCIC events, we can neglect the possibility of a
sCIC event occurring in the same pixel as an input electron, and
the possibility of two input electrons in the same pixel. We can
then simplify the above result. We can write a table for this setup
as well:

N p
0 1 − pp − mps

Xm pp
Xm−1 ps
. . . . . .
X1 ps

The first line corresponds to no photo input electrons and no
sCIC electrons. The second line in the table is a photoelectron
(or pCIC electron) which shows up on the input with the prob-
ability pp and no sCIC electrons, and the rest of the lines are a
sCIC electron in either of the stages and no photoelectron. This
probability distribution can be described as a hyper-exponential
distribution which has a simple closed form, because the Ŝ ma-
trix in this case is diagonal.

Ŝ =


−g0 0 · · · 0

0 −gm · · · 0
...

...
. . . 0

0 0 · · · −g1

 (A.16)

The probability vector for this distribution is then given by

α = [1 − pp − mps, pp, ps, · · · , ps] (A.17)

Now we have that

P (N = n) = ᾱ exp(nŜ )S̄ 0 (A.18)

where S̄ 0 = −Ŝ 1̄. After taking the limit g0 → ∞ we may simply
write

P(N = n) = (1 − pp − mps)δ(n) + pp
1
γM exp(−n/γm) (A.19)

+ ps

M∑
i=1

1
γi exp(−n/γi)

To arrive at the real distribution that we see in a histogram
of dark frames, we need to convolve this expression with a
Gaussian describing the readout noise in the readout amplifier.
If we assume that the widths of the exponential distributions are
much wider than the Gaussian, we can write the approximate
result of the convolution as

P(n) =
(1 − pp − mps)

2σ
√
π

exp(−n2/(2σ2)) (A.20)

+ pp
1
γm exp(−n/γm) (A.21)

+ ps

M∑
i=1

1
γi exp(−n/γi)

We can take account for a bias in the histogram in the following
way

P(n) =
(1 − pp − mps)

2σ
√
π

exp(−(n − n0)2/(2σ2)) (A.22)

+ pp
1
γm exp(−(n − n0)/γm)

+ ps

m∑
i=1

1
γi exp(−(n − n0)/γi)

where n0 is the bias.
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